
Indian Creek Volunteer Fire Department Indian Creek Volunteer Fire Department Indian Creek Volunteer Fire Department 

FUNDRAISERFUNDRAISERFUNDRAISER

May 6, 2024
1:00pm

Lake Kiowa GC

$100  person - Teams of 4 - Add 5th player as a PUTTER ONLY for $50 
                                                                great way to include non-golfers

NEW Challenges, NEW Games, NEW Rules!NEW Challenges, NEW Games, NEW Rules!
Fun for ALL levels of players!Fun for ALL levels of players!

NEW Challenges, NEW Games, NEW Rules!
Fun for ALL levels of players!

Can pay $150 in advance to play all challenges, or pay at each challenge.

$10  for each Challenge/Advantage (5 total)

Captain: _____________________________________  Email: ______________________________________

Golfer #2:   _____________________________________  

Golfer #3:   _____________________________________ 

Golfer #4:   _____________________________________  

Putter Only:  ___________________________________ 

Sign Up at the Pro Shop (100 Navajo Trail) or send your entry to:  

332 Kiowa Dr. E.

 

Need a golf cart?

How many? _______

Questions? contact Garland Brown (940) 736-6333 text or call

* these are optional

Phone: ______________________________________  

1) One mulligan
2) Challenge the sponsor team

3) Water target
4) Duck chipping 5) Hit the green



Hole 1:  Normal scramble rules.

Hole 2:  If your tee shot goes past the sponsor sign and is in bounds, move up to the     

              fireman’s hat…you’re still laying one.  

Hole 3:  Alternate shot scoring (no scramble). You choose the order, however, if you 

              have a “putter only” player, they putt first when on the green.  

Hole 4:  . Normal scramble rules.*Hit at the floating object challenge ($$ challenge)

Hole 5:  Which flag has the hole? Will you choose the right one? 

Hole 6:  Short or Long? Drive from the tee box as usual, OR all players attempt to chip into 

              the circle from your tee box. If one person stops the ball inside the circle, move up 

              to the fireman boots and you’re still laying one. If not, you’re laying one from

              your chosen miss.

Hole 7:  Your entire team vs. ONE player! You beat the player, subtract 1 stroke from your 

              score on this hole. You tie or lose…add 1 stroke to your score. 

Hole 8:  Closest to pin, WOMEN ONLY.

Hole 9:  Normal scramble rules.

Hole 10:  Putt using a frisbee. Hit the flagstick to hole out. 

Hole 11:  Shortest drive wears the hula skirt…for the rest of the tourney! Drives in the 

                fairway qualify as the longest first, before off the fairway or OB. 

Hole 12:  Pop a squat! Tee off from the toilet seat. 

Hole 13:     *Hit the green challenge ($$ challenge). Closest to pin, MEN ONLY.

Hole 14:    Closest to the cardboard cutout on your second shot.

Hole 15:  Use your 7 iron all the way - from tee shot to putting!

Hole 16:  Your putter is not allowed. Each person selects a different object from the basket.

Hole 17: Normal scramble rules.*Duck chipping ($$ challenge). 

Hole 18:  Normal scramble rules.

ICVFD TOURNAMENT FORMAT
4-Person Scramble (a 5th “putting only” person is allowed)

Must use each person’s drive 3 times

Women 65 and older tee from yellow, women under 65 tee from silver, men 65 and older 

HOLE GAMES

$$ CHALLENGES/ADVANTAGES ($10 each)

Hole 4:  Floating water target

Hole 13:  Hit the green

Hole 17:  Duck chipping  

One mulligan

Challenge the sponsor team

INCLUDED CHALLENGES

Hole 8:  Closest to the pin, Women

Hole 13:  Closest to the pin, Men

Hole 14:  Closest to the cardboard cutout

tee from member, men under 65 tee from green


